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I Don't Care What You Used To Be
(I Know What You Are Too Bad)
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Lady Of The Lake
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I'll Take You Home Again, Pal O'Mine
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(I Love You More And More)
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in a nest, Colleen, you and I, let's coo and the rest.

of your smile Shining down upon me all the while.

CHORUS

Colleen, the more you tease me, the more you please me,

I adore, Colleen more; Colleen,

the more you're near me, the more you cheer me, more and more,
Colleen more; Just a winsome brown-eyed bob-haired fairy,
 With a disposition light and airy,

Colleen, the more you taunt me, the more you haunt me, the more I love you, Colleen, yes more.
LET ZEZ CONFREY, the greatest master of them all, teach you! Whether you are an advanced student or beginner, you will find this course a gold mine of information.

Zez Confrey avoids the usual dullness of most piano studies by giving you practical melodies as well as attractive exercises.

Two new and original Zez Confrey themes are contained in each lesson, parts one and two of which, if combined, form the equivalent of a complete solo.

Therefore you are receiving a double value for one price—the valuable course of instructions, and at the same time several brilliant Confrey piano pieces, each one increasing in its technical dexterity.

To modernize this course, Mr. Confrey has devoted a lesson to the peculiar popular rhythm of the “Charleston.” You will also enjoy his ingenious right and left hand variations—all cleverly explained in this book! No up-to-date pianist can afford to be without it!
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